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... is yet another
speedcubing tool from
thoughtWorks. It
makes it even easier
to do these amazing
speeds! That’s right,
you can record your
times on the fly and
replay them at
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anytime, on the fly!
This tool lets you
easily create the...
Below is the
configuration file
which should get you
started on the right
track:
[Configuration]
Environment=Test
[Entry] Name = 'Test'
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Path =
'MyRecording.db'
WriteMode =
'Overwrite' [Stats]
RecordingMode =
'Grid' [Recording]
Name = 'Grid'
RecordingUnit =
'Minutes' [Stats]
RecordingMode =
'Chart' [Stats]
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RecordingUnit =
'Fractions' [Stats]
Path = 'Chart.dat'
[Settings] Name =
'Settings'
DisplayName = 'Test'
Options = [ [Name='Sh
owButtonIsEnabled',
Value=True], [Name='H
ideButtonIsEnabled',
Value=False], ]
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[Setup] RecordingPath
= 'Recording.dat' As
you can see it's
fairly easy to use.
Do note though that
sometimes things
might be a bit too
easy. They have one
of those form what
you get when they pay
to be a hosted
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service. Hope that
helps, Kind regards,
A: I think your best
option is to get a
read only SQLite
Database if you have
access to it. This is
exactly what i use to
evaluate times for
various games, but it
has been written by
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me as well and is
fairly easy to write,
so you could easily
adapt it to your
needs. It uses the
sqlitecon tool to
create read only
sqlite databases. You
can search the
internet for an
explanation on what
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it does, since it can
be a bit hard to
figure out exactly
what it does. The
documentation is also
fairly good if you
are willing to read a
bit, I like docs with
figures. I have a
good list of the
sqlite commands in
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the bottom of the
code as well, but
they might be a bit
hard to read as i
also tried to
highlight a few.
However, you can omit
this if you dont need
them. From this
document is the only
hard part to
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TimeSaver for
Windows™ is a simple
and easy-to-use tool
that makes tracking
time easier and more
accurate than ever
before. With
TimeSaver for
Windows, you can just-
click and track a
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program’s execution
time. iRubix offers a
simple graphical
interface that will
instantly track a
process’ (or multiple
processes) CPU usage.
The tool’s minimalist
design not only is
easy to use but its
compact size makes it
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ideal for embedding
within other
software! Features
View CPU Usage on
your System Add or
Remove Processes View
CPU Usage per Process
View CPU Usage from
Top 25% Processes
View How Much CPU is
Used on Each Process
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View CPU Usage from
selected process View
CPU Usage from DLL
Calls and Intrinsics
View All Processes
Start or Stop
tracking A: View the
list of all running
processes, kill them
all and let Windows
and Task Manager do
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the rest. :-) A: The
WMI Class System\Micr
osoft-Windows-TaskMan
ager\OperationalStatu
s class property Task
List\RunningProcess
returns a list of
running processes,
even across different
operating systems.
You can also have a
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look at the Task
Manager for a
graphical view. In an
effort to expand the
reach of the WNBA
Playoffs, the league
has identified an
untapped region that
is currently
underutilized. The
league has decided to
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expand to the Gulf
coast, with the first
round of expansion
scheduled to begin
next spring. The
league’s team will be
based in Los Angeles,
but the team will be
headquartered in
Houston. Other cities
being considered
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include New Orleans,
Tampa, Jacksonville,
and Mobile. “I am
excited to join the
New Orleans Hornets
and become part of
this exciting region
that encompasses all
of southern
Louisiana, the
Florida panhandle,
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and the Alabama
Panhandle,” said Los
Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa. The
league will also be
looking for cities to
host semifinal games,
with two teams
advancing from each
region of the
country, and the two
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semifinal winners
advancing to the
Finals. “From the day
that the Hornets were
announced, we have
been focused on
showcasing the Gulf
Coast and the great
teams and players
that live there,”
said New Orleans
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Hornets President Tim
Warner. “New Orleans’
rich history and
culture is a
tremendous b7e8fdf5c8
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iRubix is a utility
for analyzing and
visualizing the
speedcubing results.
You can try it
without any setup and
setup in just a few
minutes. To set up
the experiment you
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need to add a time
duration and number
of iterations for
each step, then press
the "Start" button.
You will see the
results on the top
bar - they are
nothing fancy but
they should tell you
about current status
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of your problem. You
can also click on the
"View Details" button
to see the details of
the work done so far,
step by step.
Features: 5 sets of
pre-selected examples
Random Normal Random
Normal (only) Subset
Subset (only) Note:
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Ability to select
subset or normal
example is available
in the latest build
of iRubix 0.5 (it's
in Settings -> Time
and speedcubing ->
Examples -> Examples
by Subset/Subset).
Please note that if
you work on a larger
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data set that you
might not be able to
get the overview of
the problem in one
run. You need to wait
until the overview
shows up. Try it out,
give us feedback and
share your
screenshots! Support:
Chat on irc://irc.moz
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illa.org/iRubix
Mailing list: Code:
A: @Tekk, @Jaz.
Thanks for answering!
@Tekk, iRubix has
always been built as
my pet project, I
didn't start thinking
of commercializing
it. But I have
learned some useful
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tools for other
projects. I didn't
have enough time to
polish my tool to the
end product, so
iRubix 0.5 is a bit
rough and I am still
working on it. @Jaz,
it's great that you
tried iRubix and gave
out some opinions, I
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will try to
incorporate them in
the next release.
@Mikael, asking for
specific challenge is
a great suggestion,
but it will require
more time to
implement it. Anyway,
I just wanted to
share the latest of
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iRubix and ask if you
have any feedback on
it. Thanks everyone!
A: You can use the
waycubing
benchmarking tools to
do this. A quick
waycubing run will
give you the fastest
time for

What's New In IRubix?
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iRubix is a cross-
platform C++-based
board game engine.
The iRubix project is
a simple platform for
board game
development. It was
designed to be easy
to use and provide a
simple solution to
the problems of
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developing cross-
platform boardgames.
Using the iRubix, you
can easily create
your own boardgames
which can be run on
the Windows, Mac and
Linux platform.
Support and
Documentation: For
C++11 compliance, you
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will need to add the
following includes
(placed at the
beginning of your
main program) in
order to be able to
use auto_ptr:
#include #include
#include In case you
intend to use Boost,
add the following
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include: #include
#include If you need
to use Unity, it's
important to know
that iRubix is native
C++ 11 compliant, and
does not use any
external libraries.
The only requirement
is that your Unity
project must have C++
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11 (or higher)
compilation enabled.
More information can
be found here: iRubix
documentation Your
feedback is
appreciated, with
your help we can do
even more. Please see
the following section
of the project to
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view features of
iRubix, you can
report issues, report
bugs or request new
features. Problem: I
have a very specific
requirement here. I'm
working on an
application where the
application loads
data from an external
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SQLite database. I
have the application
load the data in to a
DataTable and I do
all of the row by row
stuff with sqlite. In
the end I save the
table to SQLite
database. However,
here's the rub. I
don't want to store
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the SQLite database
as binary data. I
would like to store
it as text in a
SQLite database. Once
done, I want to
render the text in to
a UI control. What is
the best way to do
this? This is
something I have
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failed to find
anywhere. This is
what I have tried so
far: Just have a
script which grabs
the binary data from
the SQLite database
and then renders the
html text in a UI
control. This is
fraught with
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problems. I find that
in order to render my
table correctly I
have to know the
table structure, and
if the data is saved
in the right way I
have to manually
convert it
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System Requirements For IRubix:

Processor: Dual Core
2.0Ghz Memory: 4GB
Graphics: GPU 3.0
(Graphics card)
DirectX: Version 10.0
or greater Hard
Drive: 10GB free
space on HDD CD-ROM:
Not Required Sound:
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DirectX Compatible
Sound Card required
Network: Broadband
Internet connection
Please Note: There
are unconfirmed
reports that some
versions of the game
have issues playing
games in multiple
tabs at once (with
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multiple internet
connections).
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